game on

AR IA R e s o r t & C a s i n o

WELCOME TO
ARIA RESORT & CASINO
This guide is an introduction to the casino at ARIA
and is designed to instruct you on the basics of gaming.
If you have any questions that are not answered in this
guide, please don’t hesitate to ask any of our casino staff.
They will be happy to assist you.
In addition, you can immediately begin earning rewards
for your table games and slot play with M life. To learn
more, refer to the M life section of this guide or visit the
M life desk, located on our casino floor.
Good Luck,

Bobby Baldwin

President & Chief Operating Officer

M life
For the avid and discerning casino player, we have
created M life—a unique program giving players the
benefit of having their slot and table games play from
all MGM Resorts International® M life destinations
recognized in a single account.
M life members have the opportunity to earn
complimentary services at MGM Resorts International's
hotels, restaurants, shows and our championship golf
courses. Your play will also qualify you for exciting
promotions and invitations to special events.
Members accumulate points for their slot play.
For every 100 slot points earned, you will receive $1 in
POINTPlay ®. Casino representatives will be able to view
your play from all M life destinations and determine your
eligibility for complimentary services.
Enrolling is easy! Simply go to the M life desk located on
the casino floor or visit mlife.com for more information.

H O L I DAY G I F T S H O P P E
Play your favorite slots at all participating Las Vegas
MGM Resorts International resorts and earn Holiday
Gift Shoppe Gift Points redeemable for exceptional
merchandise, FREEPLAY®, Gift Cards and more at
Las Vegas's premier, year-end shopping spree. Holiday
Gift Shoppe Gift Points are free and in addition to your
existing comps. Receive one Holiday Gift Shoppe Gift
Point for every M life point you earn.

S LO T S
Discover the excitement of slots! At ARIA, we have taken
great care to provide our guests with the widest possible
array of options when it comes to slot and video poker
machines.
ARIA offers everything, from games that can be played
for one cent all the way up to a $5,000 wager. Guests may
choose between games that can be played for one coin and
games that allow players to wager up to 500 coins per spin.
For slot players, ARIA has hundreds of options, from
traditional “reel” slot machines to the latest video reels
to hit the market. Players may go after single-machine
progressives or try for the big bucks on one of our machines
with a multimillion dollar top award.
The air quality at ARIA is pristine for good reason. Rather
than wasting energy on empty space by cooling from the
ceiling, slot machine bases serve as floor air-handling units
that efficiently cool players from the ground up. This, in turn,
pushes air contaminants up and away from guests. Various
table games also contain an air-curtain that shoots directly
up from the table, which rids the air of smoke. ARIA Casino
is the first casino on The Strip to use this technology and has
received LEED® Certification for its efforts.

POKER
Poker, in its many different forms, is one of the premier
gambling games in the world. It offers excitement and
action, and while it demands great skill from an expert
player, it still contains a strong element of luck for those
who are just beginning. Most of all, poker is fun to play.
Poker is played against other players; the casino is not
involved. If you are an experienced player or just beginning
your first adventure in poker, you will feel welcome and
comfortable playing poker at ARIA.
ARIA has a spacious 24-table card room that offers live
poker games in a wide range of limits, from 1-2 No Limit
Hold'em to the highest limits being played in the world
today. ARIA features a wide array of cash games including
but not limited to Texas Limit and No Limit Hold'em,
Seven-Card Stud, Pot Limit Omaha, 2-7 Triple Draw,
Badugi, Omaha 8 or Better, Chinese Poker and various
mixed games. The setting is perfect for enjoying great
poker action that is safe, friendly and smoke-free. The
dealers are trained to run the games professionally, while the
management team and poker rules are your assurance that
our games uphold the highest standards of integrity and
fair play.
For those of you who like tournament poker, ARIA Daily
Poker Tournaments are a must. Tournament registration
begins an hour and a half before each event.

A R I A DA I LY P O K E R TO U R N A M E N T S

Daily at 1 p.m. and 7 p.m.
No Limit Texas Hold’em
Times and buy-ins are subject to change.
ARIA Poker is located next to Sports Bar and Five50 Pizza
Bar on the east side of the casino floor. Be sure to come
ready to play—but if you’re not… we also offer free poker

lessons!

BLACKJACK
Blackjack is one of the most popular casino table games.
The object of the game is to have your cards total 21 or as
near to 21 as possible without going over. Everyone plays
against the dealer (the house) who begins the game by
dealing each player two cards and dealing the house one
card face up and one card face down.
RULES
Cards are counted at their face value. Kings, Queens and
Jacks count as 10. Aces count as 1 or 11. If the first two cards
you are dealt total 21, you have blackjack. Blackjack pays 1
and a half times your bet. You cannot lose, but you could tie
if the dealer also has blackjack.
If you are dealt any combination other than blackjack, you
can signal to the dealer to either “stand” (take no more
cards) or “hit” (draw additional cards). Remember, the
objective is to get 21 or as close to 21 as possible without

going over. You also want your hand to be closer to 21 than
the dealer’s hand. If your card count is closer to 21 than the
dealer’s hand, you win—if it is less, the house wins. If you tie
with the dealer, you “push” (nobody wins and nobody loses).
If you should go over 21 (“bust”), you immediately lose.
After each player takes their turn, the dealer turns over the
house face-down card. If the dealer “busts,” the house must
pay all the players still in the game.

21

BUST

OPTIONS
Blackjack players have all the options, the house has none.
S P L I T T I N G PA I R S
If you are dealt two cards with equal value, you have the
option of “splitting” them into two separate hands. You must
match your original bet if you “split.” You may “split” a pair up
to three times (making four separate hands). You can take as
many “hits” as you like on each hand. If you “split” a pair of
Aces, you will receive only one card on each of the hands, but
if one of the “hit” cards is another Ace, you may re-split.*

18 O R
SPL IT PAI R

Doubling Down
Players also have the option of increasing their wager
by “doubling down.” After receiving your first two cards,
you may “double down” by increasing your wager up
to the amount of your original bet and receive only one
additional card. You may “double down” on any first two
cards. You may also “double down” after “splitting” a pair.
Insurance
If the dealer’s “up” card is an Ace, you have the option
of making an “insurance” wager. You may wager any
amount up to half your original wager that the dealer’s
down card has a value of 10. If the card has a value of 10,
you win and will be paid 2-to-1 on your insurance wager.
If the card has a value other than 10, you lose and the
dealer takes your insurance bet.
*Only applies to blackjack games dealt from a "shoe."

B A C C A R AT
Traditionally the grandest of all casino games, baccarat,
and its European counterpart, chemin de fer, are played in
casinos throughout the world.
Those participating in the game place a wager on either the
banker or the player. Two hands, of two cards each, are dealt
from the baccarat “shoe.” Later, a third card may be required
for either hand. The first hand represents those betting on the
player, the other betting on the banker. The winning hand is
the one which totals the closest to nine. Tens, cards totaling 10
or picture cards count as nothing or 0. All other cards count as
their face value. If the cards total a two-digit number, the last
digit counts as the value of the hand. For example, 6 + 7 = 13,
counts as 3.
Play begins when the shoe is passed to the first customer who
deals the cards under the supervision of the dealers. Four cards
are dealt alternately from the shoe. First card to the player,
second to the banker, third to the player and the fourth to the
banker. If a third card is required for either or both hands, the
house dealer calls for it. Once the play begins, pre-established
rules determine the draw.
All wagers for the banker or the player pay even money.
Winning banker bets are charged a five percent commission.
You may wager that the banker and the player will draw hands
that tie. A winning Tie Bet pays 9-to-1. You may wager that the
first two cards of the player’s hand or the banker’s hand will be a
pair. A winning pair bet pays 12-to-1.
Player having:
0-1-2-3-4-5
6-7
8-9

Draws a card
Stands
Natural, Banker cannot draw

Banker having:
		
		
		
3
4
5
6
7
8-9

Draws when
Does not draw
Player’s 3rd
when Player’s
card is:
3rd card is:
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-9-10
8
2-3-4-5-6-7
1-8-9-10
4-5-6-7
1-2-3-8-9-10
6-7
1-2-3-4-5-8-9-10
Stands
Stands
Natural, Player cannot draw

If player takes no card, Banker stands on 6-7-8-9,
hits on 0-1-2-3-4-5.

C RA P S
Craps is an exciting, fast-paced, action-packed game
utilizing a pair of dice. Here are some basics to get you
started shooting craps.
One player, known as the “shooter,” throws the dice.
All wagers must be placed before the shooter throws the
dice. The types of wagers that can be made are:
PA S S L I N E
An even-money bet, made before the “come-out” roll
(the first roll). You win on a natural 7 or 11, or lose on “craps”
(2, 3 or 12). Any other number rolled is your “point” and you
must throw your point again before rolling a 7 to win.
D O N ’ T PA S S L I N E
Opposite of the Pass Line. You lose on natural 7 or 11 on the
first roll and you win on 2 or 3 (12 is a tie). You lose after the
first roll if the shooter makes their point. You win after the
first roll if the shooter rolls a 7 before making their point.
CO M E B E T S
Made any time after the first roll when a shooter has a point
to make. You win on natural 7 or 11 and lose on craps (2, 3 or
12). Any number that comes up is a “come point” and must
be thrown before a 7 is thrown.
D O N ’ T CO M E B E T S
Opposite of the Come Bets except that a first roll of 2 or
3 wins, 12 is a tie and you lose on natural 7 or 11. Any other
number thrown is the “come point” and you lose if the come
point is made before a 7 is thrown.
ODDS
Once a point is made on the first roll or a come point on a
succeeding roll, you may bet the odds and win if the point
or come points are made before a 7. Payoffs are: 2-to-1 on
4 and 10; 3-to-2 on 5 and 9; 6-to-5 on 6 and 8. If the “Don’t
Pass” or “Don’t Come” bets are in reverse, you must lay the
odds in order to win.

(craps continued)
P L AC E B E T S
Once a shooter makes a point, you may make a “Place Bet”
on numbers 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10. If the shooter rolls any of
these numbers before a 7, you win the following payoffs:
9-to-5 on a 4 and 10; 7-to-5 on a 5 and 9; and 7-to-6 on 6
and 8. A “Place Bet” may be taken off any time before the
next roll.
FIELD B ETS
One-roll bet. You win even money on 3, 4, 9, 10 and 11.
You win 2-to-1 on 2. You win 3-to-1 on 12. You lose on 5, 6,
7 or 8.
PROPOSITION BETS
One-roll bets. 2 or 12 pays 31-to-1. “Any Craps” (2, 3 or 12)
pays 8-to-1. 3 or 11 pays 16-to-1.
H A R DWAYS
You win if the number comes up exactly as on the table,
you lose if the number comes up any other way, or if a 7 is
thrown.

ROULETTE
Roulette is fun and easy to play. The roulette wheel is
marked with numbers 1-36 and the symbols “0” and “00”.
The numbers are alternately colored red and black, and the
“0” and “00” are green. Color and number combinations
offer a variety of betting options. Wagers can be placed on
individual numbers or groups of numbers.
Roulette chips are different from other casino chips. Each
player receives a different color chip and decides the value of
the chip when they are purchased. Roulette chips are usually
purchased in stacks of 20. For example, if you would like your
roulette chips to be worth $1 each, then you would purchase
a stack for $20.
While bets are being placed, the dealer spins the roulette
ball in the opposite direction of the spinning wheel. Bets may
be placed until the dealer announces “no more bets” as the
ball begins to drop. When the ball falls into a number on the
roulette wheel, the dealer places a marker on the winning
number on the table layout and pays the winning bets.
The following diagram indicates the payoffs for single chip
bets and the many combinations available.

(1)
Single numbers
pay 35-to-1
(2)
Double numbers
pay 17-to-1
(3)
Three numbers
pay 11-to-1
(4)
Four numbers
pay 8-to-1
(5)
Five numbers
pay 6-to-1
(6)
Six numbers
pay 5-to-1
(7)
12 number sections
pay 2-to-1
(8)
12 number columns
pay 2-to-1
(9)
1-to-18
pays even money
			
or 1-to-1
(10)
19-to-36
pays even money
			
or 1-to-1
(11)
Red or black
pays even money
			
or 1-to-1
(12)
Odd or even
pays even money
			
or 1-to-1

PA I G O W
Pai Gow is an intriguing game brought to Nevada from
Asia. The game is played with three-dimensional cards or
dominoes. The dealer shuffles the dominoes and then rolls
three dice. The total of the dice determines which player
receives the first set of dominoes. Four dominoes are dealt
to each player, each vacant player position on the table and
to the dealer. Each player creates two hands with the four
dominoes, a high hand and a second high hand. The object
of the game is to create two hands which are both higher
than the bank hands. If both hands are higher than the bank
hands, the player wins. If one hand is higher and the other is
lower, it is a tie. If both of the player’s hands are lower than
the bank hands, the player loses.
On request, the house dealer will explain the rankings and
assist you in arranging your hands, but is not responsible
for wins or losses. Payoffs are even money and the house
collects a five percent commission on all winning wagers.
Should you require additional information about the game
of Pai Gow, brochures are available in the casino.

PA I G O W P O K E R
Pai Gow Poker combines elements of the ancient Chinese
game of Pai Gow and the American game of poker. It is
played with a traditional deck of 52 playing cards plus one
Joker. The Joker is used only as an Ace, or to complete a
Straight, a Flush or a Straight Flush.
The player who receives the first set of cards is randomly
selected at the table by computer. Each player receives
seven cards and creates two hands simultaneously: a high
hand and a second high hand. Both hands must be higher
than the bank hands to win. If one hand is higher and the
other is lower, it is a tie. If both of the player’s hands are
lower than the bank hands, the player loses. The player’s
high hand is made up of five cards and the second high
hand is made up of two cards. Pai Gow Poker is essentially
playing two separate poker hands according to traditional
poker rankings.
The house dealer will explain the rankings and assist you
in arranging your hands but is not responsible for wins or
losses. Payoffs are even money and the house collects a
five percent commission on all winning wagers.

P O K ER R A N K I N G S
Royal Flush
Straight Flush
Four-of-a-Kind
Full House
Flush

Straight
Three-of-a-Kind
Two Pair
One Pair
High Card

F O R T U N E PA I G O W P O K E R
Fortune Pai Gow Poker is identical to the casino game
Pai Gow Poker with an additional bonus wager. The
additional bonus wager is a bet that the player’s best
five-card hand from their original seven cards will make a
qualifying poker hand, regardless of how the player’s
original hand is set. The payoff schedule is posted at the
table. The rules of Pai Gow Poker do not change.

THREE-CARD POKER
Three exciting ways to play!

B E T AG A I N S T T H E D E A L E R ’ S H A N D :
The Ante allows you to play against the dealer. After you look
at your three-card hand, you have two options. You can fold,
or if you think your hand is high enough to beat the dealer,
place an equal wager on the Play spot. If your hand beats the
dealer’s qualifying hand of a Queen or better, you win both
wagers. If the dealer doesn’t qualify, you win the Ante wager
and the Play wager is a push.
B E T O N YO U R O W N H A N D :
Bet just the Pair Plus spot to play your hand value only and
not against the dealer’s hand. If your hand contains a pair or
better, you win!
B E T B OT H :
Bet Ante and Pair Plus to play both.
If a player has placed an Ante wager and a Pair Plus wager but
does not make a Play wager the player forfeits the Ante and
the Pair Plus wagers.

C A S I N O WA R
Casino War pits card against card in this exciting
highest-number-wins game. Place your wager,
receive one card and the dealer receives one card.
High card wins.
If there is a tie, you may surrender and half of your original
wager is returned or you may GO TO WAR!
You and the dealer match your original wager and you each
get one new card. High card wins, but if there is another tie,
you win and get a Bonus payout equal to half your wager.
There is an optional Tie Bet which pays 10 to 1.

U LT I M AT E
T E X A S H O L D'E M
Ultimate Texas Hold’em features heads-up play against the
dealer and an optional bonus bet.
G E T T I N G S TA R T E D
Make equal bets in the Ante and Blind circles. You may
also make an optional Trips bonus bet. You will then receive
two cards.
B E T O R C H EC K
When you get your two hole cards, you may either check
or bet 3x – 4x your Ante. The dealer then reveals the threecard flop. If you have not already made a Play bet, you have
a choice: check or bet 2x your Ante. The dealer then reveals
the final two community cards. If you have not already made
a Play bet, you have a choice to either fold or bet 1x your
Ante.
W I N N I N G A N D LO S I N G
The dealer’s hole cards are revealed and the dealer’s hand
is announced. If your hand beats the dealer’s, your Play
and Ante bets win even money. If the dealer’s hand beats
yours, the Play Ante and Blind wagers lose. If you tie, those
bets push. The Blind pays if your winning hand is at least a
Straight. See table layout for odds. If you beat the dealer
with less than a Straight, it pushes.
D E A L E R Q UA L I F Y I N G
The dealer needs a pair or better to qualify. When the
dealer doesn’t qualify, the Ante is returned and all other
bets receive action.

CRAZY 4 POKER
H O W TO P L AY
You receive five cards to make your best four-card poker
hand. A four-card Straight is a Straight, a four-card Flush is
a Flush, etc.
P L AY V S . D E A L E R
Make equal bets on the Ante and Super Bonus spots.
After seeing your cards, you can fold or stay in the game by
making a Play wager. The Play wager must match your Ante
unless you have a pair of Aces or better. If you have at least
a pair of Aces, you may bet up to 3x your Ante.
Dealer qualifies with King-high or better.
When you beat the dealer’s qualifying hand: Ante and Play
bets win even money. When the dealer qualifies and wins:
Ante and Play lose.
When the dealer does not qualify: Play and Ante pushes.
Super Bonus and Queens Up are resolved separately.
SUPER BONUS
Super Bonus wins when you have a Straight or better.
The Super Bonus pushes when you have less than a
Straight but you beat or tie the dealer’s hand. If your
hand of a Straight or better loses to the dealer, you will
still receive the Super Bonus payout.
QUEENS UP
Queens Up is an optional bonus bet that wins when you
receive a pair of Queens or better.
See table layout for odds.

B L A C K J A C K S W I TC H
Blackjack Switch is a blackjack variant, which allows the
player to trade cards between two hands. The player must
make two bets of equal size and is allowed to switch the
second card dealt to each hand. Blackjacks pay even money.
If the dealer busts with a total of 22, any bets you have left in
action are pushes.
There is also a Super Match side bet based on the player's
initial four cards. The Super Match bet wins if the player
receives a pair or better on any combination of their initial
four cards.

FREE BET BLACKJACK
Free Bet Blackjack lets you double down and split… for free!
If you chose the free bet options, the dealer will place a
special marker next to your original wager.
If you end up winning the hand, you get paid as if you had
made a traditional split or double, even though you didn’t
put any additional money at risk.
You may free split any pairs, except for 4s and 10-value
cards. Free re-splitting is allowed. You may free double any
hard 9, 10 or 11, regardless of how many cards you have.
Free doubling after splitting is allowed.
If the dealer busts with a total of 22, any bets you have left in
action are pushes.

RACE & SPORTS BOOK
No matter who you’ve got money on, you can enjoy the
very best race and sports book action at ARIA.
With an intimate smoke-free, lounge-style setting of
luxurious couches, lounge chairs and massive HDTVs
broadcasting all the day's biggest events, this goes well
beyond your typical Las Vegas book. But don’t just take our
word for it. Grantland.com recognized us as having “The
Best in Sports Book in Vegas,” specifically for our comfort,
food and beverage accessibility and television quality.
We offer wagers on more major sports than you can
keep up with—football, basketball, baseball, boxing, the
Ultimate Fighting Championship®, hockey, auto racing and
international soccer. Any type of wager may be accepted,
from straight bets to parlays, with exotic proposition
wagers also offered. Want to bet on which of your favorite
basketball teams will score 15 points, the first football player
to score a touchdown in a game or even who might win
a PBR rodeo event? You can do that, and more, here!
If you’re a fan of the sport of kings—horse racing—the
Race Book offers simulcast wagering from all of the major
racetracks across the U.S. and Canada. In total, we have 27
individual seats dedicated for the race book, including eight
Interactive Player Terminals where you may wager right
from your seat.
Whether it’s game time or post time, our knowledgeable,
friendly and helpful staff is eager to assist you.
The Sports Book is located next to the Sports Bar and
Five50 Pizza Bar on the east side of the casino floor.
Hours vary depending on the season.

ARI A.COM | 866.359.7111

ARIA endorses responsible gaming. If you or someone you know has a problem gaming responsibly,
please call the 24-hour Problem Gamblers HelpLine at 800.522.4700.
0815

